If M is a monoid, and A is an abelian group, then A M is a compact abelian group; a linear cellular automaton (LCA) is a continuous endomorphism F : 
Introduction
Let A be a finite abelian group, with discrete topology. If M is any set, then A M is a compact abelian group when endowed with the Tychonoff product topology and componentwise addition. If M is a monoid (for example, a lattice: If µ is a measure on A M , it is natural to consider the sequence of measures F n µ| n∈N , and ask whether this sequence converges in the weak* topology on the space MEAS A M of Borel probability measures on A M . If F n µ| n∈N does not itself converge, we might hope at least for convergence in density (that is, convergence of a subsequence F j µ| j∈J , where J ⊂ N is a subset of Cesàro density 1), or convergence of the Cesàro average 1 N N n=1 F n µ.
Let H aar denote the Haar measure on A M . Since H aar is invariant under the algebraic operations of A M , it seems like a natural limit point for F n µ| n∈N . Indeed, D. Lind showed [4] that, if A = Z /2 , and F is the automaton defined: F(a) 0 = a (−1) + a 1 , and µ is any Bernoulli measure, then
Lind also showed that F n µ| n∈N does not converge to H aar ; convergence fails along the subsequence F (2 n ) µ| n∈N . Later, Ferrari, Maass, Martinez, and Ney showed similar Cesàro convergence results in a variety of special cases [7, 6, 1] . Recently, Pivato and Yassawi [5] developed broad sufficient conditions for convergence. The concepts of harmonic mixing for measures and diffusion for LCA were introduced; if µ is a harmonically mixing probability measure and F a diffusive LCA, then F n µ| n∈N weak* converged to H aar in density, and thus, also in Cesàro mean. This paper is a continuation of [5] . First we will extend the results on diffusion of LCA to a broader class of abelian groups: in §3, to the case when A = Z /n , for any n ∈ N, and then in §4, to the case when A = Z /p r J (p prime, J, r ∈ N). Next, we extend the theory of harmonic mixing. In §5, we demonstrate harmonic mixing for any Markov random field on A (Z D ) with full support. In §6, we show that full support is not necessary for harmonic mixing, by demonstrating harmonic mixing for a Markov measure on Z /2 Z not having full support. On the other hand, in §7, we construct a measure which, when seen as an ergodic dynamical system under the shift, is actually a K-automorphism, but which nonetheless is not harmonically mixing.
Preliminaries
We recommend that the reader consult [5] before reading the present work; we will depend heavily upon results introduced there. We will now briefly review the relevant concepts; all theorems in this section are proved in [5] .
Characters and Harmonic Mixing
Let Let MEAS A M ; C be the space of complex-valued Borel measures on A M , treated as a Banach algebra under the total variation norm, with operations of addition and convolution. Let H ⊂ MEAS A M ; C be the set of harmonically mixing measures. 
Linear Cellular Automata
A cellular automaton (CA) is a continuous map F : A M −→ A M that commutes with all shift maps. The Curtis-Hedlund-Lyndon Theorem [3] states that any CA is determined by a local map f : A U −→ A, where U ⊂ M is some finite subset (a "neighbourhood of the identity"). F is an LCA if and only if f is a homomorphism from the product group A U into A. The set End [A] of group endomorphisms from A to itself is a ring under composition and pointwise addition: if f, g are in End [A], then so are f • g and f+g. If Hom A U ; A is the set of group homomorphisms from A U into A, then there is a natural bijection between (End [A])
U and Hom A U ; A , as follows:
Then f is a group homomorphism, and every element of Hom A U ; A arises in this manner.
Thus, if F is an LCA, then there is some set of coefficients {f u ; u ∈ U} so that, for any a ∈ A M , F(a) = b, where for all m ∈ M,
For any u ∈ U, treat f u as an endomorphism on A M by letting it act componentwise on elements of
Thus, F can be written as a formal "polynomial of shift maps":
n " refers to a mod-n congruence class, and f ∈ Z /n is a constant, with multiplication via the natural ring structure on Z /n . In this case, we can write
Diffusion
If F : A M − ← ⊃ is an LCA and χ is a character of A M , then χ • F is also a character. F is called diffusive 1 if, for every nontrivial χ ∈ A M , there is some subset J χ ⊂ N of density 1 so that lim 
Then any nontrivial LCA on
By nontrivial we mean that F, as a polynomial of shift maps, has more than one nontrivial coefficient. The significance of diffusion and harmonic mixing is the following: 
, this was called diffusion in density. Since diffusion in density is the only kind we will encounter in this paper, we have opted for more concise terminology.
For example, F n µ weak*-converges to Haar measure in density whenever µ is one of the aforementioned Bernoulli or N -step Markov measures.
∀u ∈ U, we can write
u ∈ Z /q j , and then write
Proof:
Proof of "⇐=":
Suppose that F j 0 is not diffusive. Let χ j 0 be some
where
Hence, we have reduced the proof of diffusion to the prime power case. Suppose A = Z /8 , and let F = Id + 2σ 1 act on A Z . Then F 4·N = Id for all N ∈ N, so F cannot be diffusive. This motivates the conditions of the following theorem.
Lemma 5: Suppose A = Z /q , where q = p r , with p prime and r ∈ N.
Thus, rank χ • F N is the number of these coefficients that are nonzero, mod q.
Case 1: One of the coefficients c v | v∈V is nonzero, mod p.
Consider the character χ /p and the (nontrivial) LCA F /p on Z M /p induced by the coefficients c v | v∈V and f u | u∈U respectively, and, for all N ∈ N, the character χ (1), only mod p instead). Notice that, for any m and N , if the expression in (1) is nonzero mod p, then it must be nonzero mod q. Thus Let p s be the greatest power of p that divides all elements of c v | v∈V ; clearly s < r. Let r = r − s and q = p r , and let A = Z / q . We will reduce the problem to consideration of an LCA on Z / q , and then apply Case 1.
For all v ∈ V, let c v = c v /p s , and let χ ∈ A M be the corresponding character. Let F be the LCA on A M having the same coefficients as F;
Clearly, for all N ∈ N and m ∈ M, c
by construction, at least one coefficient of χ is nonzero, mod p. Thus, by Case 1, we have:
Theorem 6: Let n ∈ N, and A = Z /n . Let D ≥ 1, and let F : A (Z D ) − ← ⊃ be an LCA such that, for each prime divisor p of n, at least two coefficients of F are relatively prime to p. Then F is diffusive.
Proof:
Write n = p 
Diffusion on finite abelian groups
Now suppose A is an arbitrary finite abelian group. Then A has a canonical
We will assume that A is of the special form where, for all k ∈ [1..K],
End [A k ], (cross-terms are trivial), and
By Lemma 4, to prove F is diffusive, it suffices to show that each of F 1 , . . . , F K is diffusive. Hence, we will assume from now on that
where p is prime, q = p r , and J ∈ N. Elements of A are thought of as J-tuples of Z /q -elements. A is a J-dimensional module over the commutative ring 2 Z /q . The endomorphisms of A as an abelian group are just the Z /q -linear endomorphisms of this Z /q -module, and are described by J × J matrices of elements in Z /q .
Lemma 7:
Let A = Z /q J , where p is prime and q = p r .
Any χ ∈ A is of the form:
χ(a) = exp 2πi q · c, a , where c = (c 1 , . . . , c J ) ∈ (Z /q ) J , and for any a = (a 1 , . . . , a J ) ∈ (Z /q ) J , we define c, a = c 1 a 1 + . . . + c J a J . Thus, χ is nontrivial if and only if c = 0. 2. If f ∈ End [A] has matrix F with adjoint † F, then χ•f is the character a → exp 2πi q · c ′ , a , where c ′ = † F · c.
In particular, χ • f is nontrivial if and only if c is not in ker[
Intuitively, W indexes a set of nontrivial (indeed, automorphic) coefficients of G, separated from one another by V-shaped "gaps". If U = V ⊔ {0}, and χ = u∈U χ u is a character, then we will show that these gaps ensure that (χ • G) w is nontrivial, for all w ∈ W. We will then construct V-separating sets for G = F N . This argument was already used implicitly to prove Theorem 15 in [5] .
hence, there is some subset B ⊂ N of nonzero upper density and some bound R so that rank χ • F N < R for all N ∈ B.
Fix u 0 ∈ U and let V = {u − u 0 ; u ∈ U \ {u 0 }}; let J (V;R) be the set described by the hypothesis. The set B ⊂ N has nonzero upper density, so B ∩ J (V;R) = ∅; let j ∈ B ∩ J (V;R) , and let W j ⊂ M be the V-separating set for F j .
m , where χ
which is nontrivial by Lemma 7, because f
w is an automorphism. Thus, χ
[j] w = 1 1 for all w ∈ W + u 0 , a set of cardinality greater than R, contradicting the hypothesis that rank χ • F j < R.
2
Applying Proposition 8 often involves tracking binomial coefficients, mod p, via Lucas' Theorem [5] . For a fixed prime p, and any n ∈ N, let P(n) ∈ [0...p)
N be the p-ary expansion of n (conventionally written with digits in reversed order). Thus, for example, if p = 3, then P(34) = . . . 0000001021.
If n, N ∈ N, with
Lucas' Theorem then implies:
is a commuting collection of automorphisms of A. For example:
• f u | u∈U are simultaneously diagonalizable automorphisms. In other words, there is some Z /q -basis B = {b 1 , . . . , b J } for A, so that the elements of B are eigenvectors for every element of f u | u∈U , and all eigenvalues are relatively prime to p.
• There is some f ∈ Aut [A] so that ∀u ∈ U, f u = f nu for some n u ∈ Z.
is a commuting automorphism LCA with two or more nontrivial coefficients, then G is diffusive.
Proof: We will use Proposition 8; the argument is basically identical to the proof of Theorem 15 in [5] , so we will only sketch it here.
commute, and where n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n U ∈ Z D . We can rewrite:
, where:
and, for all u ∈ [1..U ], m u = n u − n u−1 , and f u = g
We can do this because g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g U are automorphisms, and thus, invertible. It suffices to show that F is diffusive.
Let J ∈ N. The coefficients of F commute, so we can employ the Binomial Theorem -and thus, Lucas' Theorem -to compute the coefficients of F J , mod p.
(k) , and, for
(See [5] for details.)
Fix a finite subset V ⊂ Z D not containing 0, and let R > 0; we want to build a V-separating set for F J of cardinality R. To do this, note that there is some Γ ∈ N such that, if J ∈ N and P(J) contains at least R "gaps" of size at least Γ (ie. sequences of Γ successive zeros, delimited by nonzero entries), then we can construct a set
Thus, W J is V-separating for F J . By Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem, the set J (Γ;R) of J ∈ N with R such Γ-gaps is a set of Cesàro density one. Thus, we satisfy the conditions of Proposition 8. 2
To apply Proposition 8 it is clearly sufficient to construct sets J (V;R) for some increasing sequence of numbers R 1 , R 2 , . . . → ∞, along with a sequence V 1 , V 2 , . . . so that, for any finite V ⊂ M we have V ⊂ V k +m for some m ∈ M and k ∈ N. Also, it suffices to prove that the LCA F K is diffusive for some power K > 0: for any χ ∈ A M , and any This invertible LCA was studied in [1] , where it was shown to take fully supported Markov measures to Haar measure in the weak* Cesàro limit. Proposition 3.1 of [1] can be reformulated as:
m is antidiagonal, and an automorphism iff ϕ As noted earlier, it suffices to prove that F 2 is diffusive. So, fix V = (0 . . . 2V ] ⊂ Z and R > 0; we will find a set J (V;R) and, for all j ∈ J (V;R) some W j ⊂ Z with Card [W j ] > R, so that 2W j is V-separating for F 2j . In other words, ∀w ∈ W j , f
(2w−v) = 0. This is equivalent to:
, but for all even v = 2u ∈ V, ϕ (2j)
but for all u ∈ (0 . .
So, let q = p − 1, L V = ⌈log p (V )⌉ + 1 and L R = ⌈log 2 (R)⌉, and let J (V;R) be the set of all j ∈ N such that P(j) contains the word "0q1" somewhere after the first L V digits, and contains at least L R separate instances of the word "10" after the "0q1". By Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem, J (V;R) ⊂ N has density 1.
Suppose j ∈ J (V;R) ; and suppose that "0q1" occurs at position i 0 > L v , while "10" occurs at positions i (L R ) > . . . > i 2 > i 1 . Let w to be a number so that P(w) contains the word "010" at i 0 , and contains either "01" or "00" at each of i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i (L R ) , with zeros everywhere else. Clearly, we can construct 2 L R > R distinct numbers w of this kind; let W j be the set of all such numbers.
For example, if w has "01" at i 1 and "00" at i 2 , and v ∈ [0...V ], then the p-ary expansions of the relevant numbers are depicted in Figure 1 . By inspection, one can see that equations (2) and (3) are satisfied. Clearly, this will be true for any choice of w ∈ W j and v ∈ V.
Harmonic Mixing of Markov Random Fields
Notation: 
Markov Processes
Let (X, X ) be a measurable space, and let µ ∈ MEAS X Z be a probability measure. Let U = [0...U ) ⊂ Z. If n ∈ Z and x ∈ X (U+n) , then x = y ∈ X Z ; y (U+n) = x , and µ x is the conditional probability measure of µ, given x.
µ is the path distribution of a (X-valued, U -step, nonstationary) Markov process if, for any n ∈ Z and x ∈ X (U+n) , events occuring after time n + U are independent of those occuring before time n, relative to µ x : for any V p ⊂ (−∞...n), V f ⊂ [U + n...∞), and y p ∈ X Vp and
Any U -step Markov process is entirely described by its
[µ] for all n ∈ Z, which are called the (Ustep) transition probabilities of µ. If X is finite, then MEAS [X; R] ∼ = R X ; if U = 1, then the transition probabilities µ {n,n+1} n∈Z can be encoded by a sequence of transition probability matrices Q (n) ∈ R X×X ; n ∈ Z and state distributions η n ∈ R X ; n ∈ Z so that, for any n ∈ Z, η (n+1) = Q (n) ·η n , and, for any
for all n ∈ Z, then µ is stationary. If X is finite and U = 1, this means there is some Q ∈ R X×X and η ∈ MEAS [X] (with Q · η = η) so that Q (n) = Q and η n = η for all n ∈ Z. We call η the stationary state distribution.
If M ⊂ MEAS X [0...n] is a finite family of transition probabilities, we say µ is M-semistationary if µ [n...U +n] ∈ M for all n ∈ Z. When X is finite and U = 1, this means that there are some finite families Q and H of transition probability matrices and state distributions, respectively, for µ so that, for any η ∈ H and Q ∈ Q, Q · η ∈ H; we say Q-semistationary.
If µ is M-semistationary, then µ has full support if every element of M has full support on X [0...U ] ; as a consequence, µ assigns nonzero probability to every finite cylinder set. If X is finite and U = 1, this means that every entry of every transition probability matrix in Q is nonzero.
If µ ∈ MEAS X Z is a Markov process, u, w ∈ X, and n ∈ Z, then the sandwich measure n µ w u ∈ MEAS [X] is defined so that, if x = x n | n∈Z is a µ-random sequence, then for any V ⊂ X, n µ
.
Exponential Harmonic Mixing
If A is a finite abelian group, and µ ∈ MEAS A M ; C , we will say µ is exponentially harmonically mixing with decay parameter λ > 0 (or
It is straightforward to verify the following Lemma 11: Suppose (X, ρ) is a probability space, and X ∋ x → ν x ∈ MEAS A M ; C is a measurable function so that ν x is λ-EHM for all x ∈ X.
If φ : X −→ C is measurable and φ ∞ = 1, then
If µ is a stationary, fully supported U -step Markov measure on A Z , then µ is harmonically mixing ( Part 4 of Proposition 1 in this paper, or Corollary 10 of [5] ). The same method easily generalizes to show:
Proposition 12: Suppose A is a finite abelian group, and that M ⊂ MEAS A [0...n] is a finite family of fully supported transition probabilities.
There is a constant λ > 0 determined by M, so that, if µ is any
M-semistationary Markov process on A Z , then µ is λ-EHM.
In particular, if µ is a 1-step Q-semistationary Markov process with full support, then
where ξ • is the diagonal matrix with elements of ξ along the diagonal (so that, for any φ ∈ C A , ξ • φ is the result of multiplying ξ and φ componentwise), and where • ∞ is the uniform operator norm.
Proof:
(Sketch) Proposition 8 in [5] showed that a stationary 1-step Markov matrix was harmonically mixing; in fact, the proof showed that | χ, µ | < e −λR for all χ ∈ A Z with rank [χ] = R, where
The same argument works for a semistationary 1-step process; this yields Part 2.
The proof of Corollary 10 in [5] showed how any fully supported U -step process could be "recoded" as a fully supported 1-step process; harmonic mixing of the latter implied harmonic mixing of the former. Corollary 10 thus followed from Proposition 8. By an identical argument Part 1 follows from Part 2. 2
Markov Random Fields
Let U ⊂ M be a finite "neighbourhood of 0" (e. µ ∈ MEAS A M is a (nonstationary) Markov random field [10] with interaction range U (or "U-MRF") if, for any W ⊂ M, and any a ∈ A ∂(W) , events occuring "inside" W are independent of those occuring "outside", relative to the conditional measure µ a . In other words, for any V in ⊂ W, V out ⊂ M \ cl(W), and b in ∈ A V in , b out ∈ A Vout , we have:
For example, if M = Z, then the U -step Markov processes on A M are exactly the Markov random fields with interaction range U = (−U...U ).
µ is stationary if it is invariant under translation by M. In this case, µ (U+m) = µ U for every m ∈ M, and µ U = pr * U (µ) is called the local interaction for µ.
If I ⊂ MEAS A U is finite, then µ is I-semistationary if µ (U+m) ∈ I for every m ∈ M. I is called the set of local interactions. We say µ has full support if all elements of I have full support on A U .
Lamination Processes: Suppose U ⊂ M = M × Z and µ ∈ MEAS A M is a U-MRF. By a suitable recoding, we can assume U = U×{−1, 0, 1} for some U ⊂ M. We can then realize µ via an A M -valued, 1-step Markov process, called the lamination process. Intuitively, we imagine this Markov process as constructing a µ-random configuration in A M by laying down successive random "M-layers", with each M-layer conditional on the previous one. 
V U
..∞) (the "future"); the Markov field condition of µ implies that events in the past are independent of those in the future, given complete information about the present (see Figure 3) . The original field measure µ ∈ MEAS A M×Z is also the path distribution (as a measure on A M Z ) for the lamination process.
Sandwich Measures: Again assume M = M × Z and U = U × {−1, 0, 1}. If a ∈ A M×{k−1} and c ∈ A M×{k+1} (see Figure 4) , then the sandwich measure determined by a and c is the sandwich measure (k−1) µ c a ∈ MEAS A M of the lamination process; since k is implicit in the definition of a and c, we will suppress it, and denote the sandwich measure as "µ c a ". In other words, µ c a is the conditional measure µ a c , projected onto A M×{k} . The following is easy to verify: 
If I ⊂ MEAS A U and µ is I-semistationary, then there is some finite
I ⊂ MEAS A U so that all sandwich measures of µ are I-semistationary.
If µ has full support, then so does every sandwich measure of µ. 2
The harmonic mixing of an MRF depends on the the harmonic mixing of its sandwich measures: 
Markov Operators
When X is finite, a 1-step X-valued Markov process can be defined by a series of with transition probability matrices {Q (n) } n∈Z . These matrices define linear operators on the space MEAS [X; R] ∼ = R X , so that, if η n ∈ MEAS [X] is the state distribution at time n, then Q (n) · η n = η n+1 is the state distribution at time n + 1. When X is an arbitrary measurable space (with sigma-algebra X ), transition probabilities are described by linear operators on the vector space MEAS [X; R] (which, for technical reasons, we will treat as linear operators on MEAS [X; C]).
Idea: Informally speaking, a Markov operator is linear operator Q : MEAS [X; C] − ← ⊃ mapping the set MEAS [X] of probability measures into itself. Suppose (y 0 , y 1 ) ∈ X {0,1} is a random couple, and Q is the transition probability operator from time 0 to time 1. If x ∈ X, and δ x ∈ MEAS [X] is the point mass at x, then the probability measure q x := Q(δ x ) is the conditional state distribution of y 1 given that y 0 = x: for all U ⊂ X,
When X is finite, measures on X are vectors and Q is a matrix, and q x is just the xth column of this matrix.
Suppose y 0 , y 1 have distributions η 0 , η 1 ∈ MEAS [X] respectively, with η 1 = Q(η 0 ). If φ : X −→ C is a measurable function, then the expected value of φ(y 1 ) is given by φ, η 1 = φ, Q(η 0 ) = † Q(φ), η 0 , where † Q is the adjoint of Q.
For any measurable U ⊂ X, let † q
. When X is finite and Q is a matrix and U = {u} is a singleton set, then † q U is just the uth row of Q (or the uth column of † Q).
We need to develop some technology to make these ideas well-defined. 
is smooth and continuous, and Q = M .
Proof:
Proof of Part 1: For any φ ∈ M ∞ , and any x ∈ X, define ( † Qφ)(x) = φ, q x . Then † Q(φ) is measurable (the function X ∋ x → δ x ∈ MEAS [X; C] is measurable; hence, so is the function (x → q x ); thus,
Proof of Part 2:
Clearly, Q is well-defined and linear, and Q = M . To see that Q is continuous, let
We define a Markov operator to be a smooth linear operator on MEAS [X; C] that maps MEAS [X] into itself. By Lemma 17, it suffices to define a measurable collection (x → q x ) of transition probability measures. We will be concerned with the following case:
Example 18: Suppose M = M × Z and µ ∈ MEAS A M is an MRF and consider the lamination process; we claim the transition probabilities are determined by a sequence {Q (n) } n∈Z of Markov operators.
If χ ∈ M ∞ , then let χ • : M ∞ − ← ⊃ be the bounded linear operator induced by multiplication with χ: for any φ ∈ M ∞ and x ∈ X, (χ • φ) (x) = χ(x) · φ(x). To establish that Markov processes on A Z were EHM (Proposition 12), we bounded the norm of operators of the form ξ • • Q • χ • • P, where ξ, χ ∈ A M . We will employ a similar strategy to show that MRFs are EHM; this will require the following result:
2. Suppose that µ ∈ MEAS X Z is a Markov process and Q and P are the transition probability operators at time 0 and 1, respectively. For any u, w ∈ X, let µ u = P • Q(δ u ) be the conditional probability measure on X at time 2 induced by state u ∈ X at time 0, and let µ w u be the sandwich measure on X induced by u ∈ X at time 0 and w ∈ X at time 2. Then for
Proof of Part 1:
We want to show that for any
(by the Markov property)
To see (1) , let X k be the sigma-subalgebra of X Z generated by coordinate x k , and let
Finally, if {Φ n } ∞ n=1 is a bounded sequence of simple functions so that
in the weak* topology on MEAS [X]. But by dominated convergence, we also know that µ Φn
Uniform Harmonic Mixing
Now, let X = A M , and consider a 1-step Markov process on A M determined by a sequence of Markov operators Q (n) ; n ∈ Z . For every n ∈ Z, a ∈ A M and φ ∈ M ∞ , define n µ
as in Lemma 19. If λ > 0 then the sequence Q (n) ; n ∈ Z is uniformly harmonically mixing with decay parameter λ (or "λ-UHM") if, for every a ∈ A M and measurable φ ∈ B 1 , and every n ∈ Z, the measure n µ φ a is λ-EHM. Thus, applying Part 1 of Lemma 19, we have:
Proposition 20: Let U = U × {−1, 0, 1} and µ ∈ MEAS A M×Z be a U-MRF such that ∀n ∈ Z, a ∈ A M×{n} , and c ∈ A M×{n+2} , the sandwich measure µ c a is λ-EHM. Then Q (n) ; n ∈ Z is λ-UHM. apply Lemma 11 to conclude that n µ φ a is also λ-EHM. 2
(1) Because η (n(2K)+1) is a probability measure. • for all odd k.
(4) Dropping χ (k)
• for all odd k, and † Q (n(2k)−1) , † Q (n(2k)−2) , . . . , † Q (n(2k−1)+2) for every k (because † Q (n) ≤ 1 for every n ∈ Z). 
Proof of Proposition 14:
If µ is a MRF and all sandwich measures of µ are λ-EHM, then, by Proposition 20, the sequence Q (n) ; n ∈ Z is λ-UHM. Then, by Proposition 21, µ is λ ′ -HM, where λ ′ = λ/2. 2
Harmonic Mixing on the Golden Mean Shift
In [5] and in §5 of the present paper, we have demonstrated harmonic mixing for measures with "full support", in the sense that every finite cylinder set has nonzero measure. Is full support necessary for harmonic mixing? Is full support of µ necessary for the iterates F N µ to converge to H aar in Cesàro average? We will answer both these questions in the negative, by proving the following: 
Proof:
Let η ∈ MEAS [A] be the Perron probability measure for Q, so that Q(η) = η, and let µ ∈ MEAS A Z be the Markov measure induced by Q and η.
Let Q : R 2 − ← ⊃ be the linear operator with matrix † Q = 1/2 1/2 1 0 .
Recall that Z /2 has two characters, 1 1 and χ, where χ(a) := (−1) a . We will use the notation of Proposition 8 in [5] . In particular M χ : R 2 − ← ⊃ is the operator with matrix 1 0 0 −1 , while M 1 1 is just the identity
Claim 1: µ is harmonically mixing if:
3. P = 3/2 and P 2 = 3/4.
, we have:
where ξ N 1 = |ξ N (0)| + |ξ N (1)| = 2, and, for any operator R : R 2 − ← ⊃, R the operator norm of R relative to the norm • 1 on R 2 .
To bound
where, ℓ 0 ∈ {0, 1} and ∀k ∈ (0..K], ℓ k ∈ {1, 2}, and
To verify these operator norms, let B 1 = x ∈ R 2 ; x 1 = 1 ; if e 1 = At this point, hypothesis 3 of Claim 1 can be verified immediately. The other two hypotheses can be proved by induction. For example: Claim 2: ∀n ≥ 1 and ℓ ∈ {1, 2}, Q n • P ℓ ≤ 3/4.
Check that Q • P = 
Thus, we have The measure µ of Proposition 22 is supported on the subshift of finite type with transition matrix 1 1 1 0 , sometimes called the Golden Mean subshift; this is the set of all sequences in {0, 1} Z where the symbol "1" never appears twice in a row. Clearly, µ does not have full support in {0, 1} Z , since any cylinder set containing two consecutive "1"s gets zero probability. There is nothing special about the choice of
for the first column of Q. The Markov measures induced by matrices of the form (1 − ρ) 1 ρ 0 are harmonically mixing for values of ρ ranging at least over (0.5, 0.8); this can be verified computationally by checking that Q n , Q n • P m , etc. are strictly less than 1.
Unfortunately, the proof method of Proposition 22 breaks down when ρ = 1/2. However, the method can be applied to other subshifts with "equally weighted transitions". For example, a similar argument demonstrates harmonic mixing for the Markov measure on Z However, as yet there is no simple characterization of harmonic mixing for arbitrary Markov measures on subshifts of finite type.
The Even Shift is Not Harmonically Mixing
Harmonic mixing seems to arise in measures with a high level of "randomness", such as fully supported Markov random fields. What other "randomness" properties yield harmonic mixing? A measure µ on A Z has the Kolmogorov or K property if every factor of the measure preserving dynamical system A Z , µ, σ has nonzero entropy [8] . Every mixing Markov measure is K. The K property implies that A Z , µ, σ has Lebesgue spectrum and thus is mixing; in a sense, K means that A Z , µ, σ is "almost" a Bernoulli system. Is the K property sufficient for harmonic mixing? We will show that it is not, constructing a K measure that is not harmonically mixing.
Let X = Z /3 Z , and consider X A ⊂ X, the subshift of finite type defined by the transition matrix y n depends only on x N = j. then ν is not harmonically mixing. On the other hand, since µ is a Markov measure, it has the K property. Every factor of (X A , µ; σ) also has the K property, including (Y, ν; σ). Hence, ν is a K measure, but is not harmonically mixing.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that a broad class of probability measures on A M weak*-converge to Haar measure in density, when acted on by a wide class of LCA. Many problems remain open, however. For example, in §6, we showed that full support is not necessary for a Markov measure on A Z to be harmonically mixing. Is there a general characterization for harmonic mixing of Markov measures supported on subshifts of finite type? Also, is there any characterization of either diffusion or harmonic mixing when M is a nonabelian monoid? Finally, what happens when A is a nonabelian group? The natural analogy of LCA for nonabelian A are "multiplicative" cellular automata [9] , where the local map is computed by (noncommutatively) multiplying the values of neighbouring coordinates. What is the asymptotic behaviour of measures under such automata?
